Interdisciplinary Graduate Program in Molecular & Cellular Biology

**Workshops & Seminars – Fall 2016**

Thursdays @ 4:00 pm  
Kelch Conf. Room, 1289 CBRB

August 25  
Michael Hayes (Weeks lab) and Arielle Lam (Phillips lab), MCB Graduate Students

September 1  
Daniel Kelpsch (Tootle lab) and Bianca Mason (Russo lab), MCB Graduate Students  
**NOTE: 1:00 pm.**

September 8  
Emily Nguyen (Grumbach lab) MCB Graduate Student, and Munir Tanas, Department of Pathology, MCB Faculty Candidate

September 15  
Distinguished Biomedical Scholars Lecture Series at 4:00 p.m. – Wendell Lim  
HHMI/UCSF, San Francisco, CA  
*(All MCB students are required to attend and sign-in)*

September 20  
Scott Sternson, HHMI, Janelia Research Campus, Ashburn, VA  
co-sponsored with Pharmacology, Neuroscience and the Diabetes Research Center,  
Kamal Rahmouni (faculty host)  
**NOTE ROOM CHANGE 1110 MERF**

September 29  
Jasper Rine, University of California, Berkeley, CA  
co-sponsored with the Department of Biochemistry, Brandon Davies (faculty host)

October 6  
Steve Glenn (Geyer lab) and Andrea Hallberg (Cornell lab), MCB Graduate Students

October 13  
Reinaldo Franqui Machin (Zhan lab) and Kaylia Duncan (Cornell lab), MCB Graduate Students

October 20  
Samuel Stephens, Assistant Professor, Internal Medicine, University of Iowa  
MCB Faculty Candidate

October 27  
Jeffrey Axelrod, Stanford University School of Medicine, Stanford, CA  
co-sponsored with the Department of Anatomy & Cell Biology, Fang Lin (faculty host)

November 3  
Rotation Talks #1: Nicholas Borcherding (MSTP), Gabriel Velez (MSTP), John Dunn,  
Micaela Fosdick, and Jordan Kohlmeyer, MCB Graduate Students  
3:30 p.m.

November 10  
Nissim Hay, The University of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, IL  
co-sponsored with the Department of Pharmacology, Songhai Chen (faculty host)

November 17  
Distinguished Biomedical Scholars Lecture Series at 4:00 p.m. – Barbara Kahn  
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA  
*(All MCB students are required to attend and sign-in)*

November 24  
Thanksgiving Break

December 1  
Rotation Talks #2: Kelsie Nauta, Radhika Patel, Sarah Sapouckey and Jeffrey White, MCB Graduate Students

December 8  
Michael Welte, University of Rochester, Rochester, NY  
10:30 am  
co-sponsored with the Departments of Biochemistry & Anatomy & Cell Biology, Pamela  
2117 MERF  
Geyer and Tina Tootle (faculty hosts)

For additional information, contact Paulette Villhauer in the Interdisciplinary Office.  
molcell-biology@uiowa.edu